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A B S T R A C T

With an expected 9 billion people by 2050 and average income on the rise in the developing world, meeting
future food demand will be a challenge. Climate change, urbanisation and land degradation are putting further
pressure on the food supply. The multifaceted and self-reinforcing nature of these challenges calls for a fun-
damental transformation of the food system. In the past, crop improvement through breeding has been the major
tool to lift people out of poverty and increase global food supply. To adequately address these food security
challenges, new improved crop varieties need to be developed and reach farmers sooner as a partial solution. In
this review, we focus on various proven conventional and biotechnological accelerating plant breeding methods
that do not require genetic engineering or gene editing. We pay specific attention to the feasibility for im-
plementation by national agricultural research systems in developing countries in the short term. We argue that
postponing technologies that can accelerate breeding makes no economic sense and justify immediate adoption
of accelerated breeding practices in the public sector. Considering a wide range of factors including the eco-
nomics of accelerated breeding, we advocate the use of a method called rapid generation advance (RGA) as the
most feasible method for accelerating breeding in the public sector.

1. Introduction

Recent decades have seen an unprecedented rise in cereal produc-
tion and a consequent drop in world hunger. The intensity of the food
deficit has decreased by 50% since 1992 (Fig. 1) bringing the number of
undernourished people at 820 million, still a substantial amount. Al-
though impressive, this historic trend might give the false impression
that improvement in food security is the current trend. In contrast,
recent evidence has shown that the number of undernourished people
has risen since 2014—both in absolute and in relative terms. The
number of undernourished people in Africa, Western Asia and Oceania
is larger now than it was a decade ago [1].

The most pressing challenges to food availability now and in the
future are population growth and climate change. Population levels are
rising fast [3] fuelling global demand and putting pressure on land due
to urbanisation [4,5]. Access to food crucially depends on economic
growth, which is still important in alleviating hunger (both chronic and
hidden) [6] and poverty [7], although it might not be sufficient to ac-
celerate reduction of hunger and malnutrition [8].

Climate change is widely considered to be a major threat to future

food security. Although the exact consequences of climate change are
impossible to predict, the general view is that global crop production
will be negatively affected [9–12]. Adverse effects may happen through
increasing levels of CO2, temperature [11,13–15], pests and diseases
[16], and deteriorating head and milling yield, and quality attributes
[17]. Climate change also increases the frequency of extreme weather
events such as droughts and floods [13,18,19]. Thus, future food se-
curity faces a four-fold challenge: upward pressure on demand, down-
ward pressure on supply and the need for production that is both re-
silient and sustainable [20,21]. Furthermore, these factors do not
simply add up; due to their interaction and collective reinforcement,
they are expected to amplify the overall burden of food insecurity and
consequent need for transformation of the food system [22].

While necessary increases in food availability seem daunting, they
are not unprecedented. Since 1960, the total production quantities of
rice and wheat have more than tripled [23]. Fig. 1 shows how the re-
duction in the food deficit was achieved through the progress in cereal
productivity. In general, the annual rate of yield increase—attributed to
improved varieties—was reported to be approximately 1% in rice [24],
wheat [25], barley [26] and oats [27].
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Future challenges to the production environment will make it dif-
ficult to maintain the same rate of productivity increase in the future.
Yet, the current rate of yield increase may not even be sufficient to meet
future demands for cereal crops [28]. Most studies estimating the an-
nual production increase needed to keep pace with demand project a
necessary increase of more than 1%, superior to the past annual growth
trend in yields [28–33].

With demand outweighing supply, the number of undernourished
people may increase again, reversing the progress made in alleviating
hunger globally. Moreover, even if on average supply matches demand,
sudden changes in climate and environment might lead to reduced in-
centives for investment in food systems and reduction in food security.
Challenges such as growing demand and climate change will determine
to a great extent the future state of food security and might hold back or
reverse progress toward a world without hunger [34,35].

In this light, recent studies have argued that current food production
practices do not suffice and therefore a transformation of the food
system is required. Possible approaches to enhance future food avail-
ability include (i) a dietary shift [36], (ii) food waste reduction [37],
(iii) closing yield gaps through improved agronomy [38–40], (iv) an
increase in arable land [41], and (v) improved productivity [30]. Im-
provements in productivity critically depend on both development of
new technologies (e.g. new crop varieties, precision agriculture, etc.)
and their dissemination. In many cases, especially in the developing
world, dissemination and adoption of new technologies is severely
hampered, limiting their potential to improve food security.

We have argued that current food production practices—including
business-as-usual breeding scenarios—do not suffice to meet future
food demand. In this paper, we advocate accelerated breeding as a
realistic partial solution to face the challenges ahead. Undoubtedly,
there will need to be a holistic solution involving multiple disciplines
(breeding, agronomy, pathology, extension, seed production, post-har-
vest technology); however, breeding is the logical starting point.
Therefore, we discuss various proven conventional and biotechnolo-
gical breeding methods that do not require genetic engineering or gene
editing. We pay specific attention to feasibility for implementation by
national agricultural research and extension systems (NARES) in de-
veloping countries in the short term, which may have limited capacity
to implement advanced technologies. We justify the use of accelerated
breeding—specifically rapid generation advance (RGA)—as a solution
to future food security challenges by reviewing the associated costs and
benefits.

2. Accelerated breeding

2.1. Breeding fundamentals

Plant breeding is a time consuming process due to the biology of
crop species. It generally takes at least 10 years to develop and release a
new rice variety [42]. The breeding process generally consists of three
stages: hybridisation, line fixation and field trials. Plant breeding is a
large-scale logistical operation involving thousands to hundreds of
thousands of plants in the initial line fixation stage, but numbers are
greatly reduced to a small selected number of advanced breeding lines
by the end of the breeding process. Selection takes place during the
breeding process, such that approximately 99% of the original starting
material in a breeding program is rejected and discarded. Most coun-
tries have an independent government-led system for evaluating the
“best” advanced breeding lines compared with the current varieties,
which usually requires two years of testing.

Regarding variety development, it is important to emphasise key
points regarding the time to develop a new variety. One time-con-
suming component is the “line fixation” stage. This is due to biology
(i.e. genetics) as breeding material is not genetically uniform or “stable”
(i.e. plants are not homozygous) until at least 6 to 8 generations (i.e.
self-pollination events). Homozygous lines are required for testing in
advanced field trials. Furthermore, time is required to produce enough
seed during the breeding process (i.e. for subsequent field trials) be-
cause seed of a new breeding line originates from only a single plant. It
generally takes about 10 years to develop a new field crop variety, al-
though there are differences between crop species and varietal testing
requirements across countries [42].

Another component of variety development is the breeding cycle.
This refers to the time required for breeders to initiate development of a
new variety, often referred to as the time “from cross to cross”. A
summary of a typical breeding and variety release scheme for self-
pollinated crops is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2. On breeding philosophy

To accelerate plant breeding, we argue that a new breeding philo-
sophy is required. Fundamentally, plant breeders are applied scientists
engaged in product development. Given the relatively long product
development time for new varieties, we argue that breeders should
attempt to accelerate breeding in order to generate products more
quickly, and in order to be able to respond to unpredictable changes in
crop production environments, climate or markets. The most obvious
change plant breeders need to respond to is the emergence of new races
and biotypes of pathogens and pests, that overcome resistance (usually
major gene or “vertical” resistance) in current varieties [43,44]. Next,
more consumer-focused approaches will be needed to make plant
breeding more responsive to changing preferences and quality re-
quirements in domestic and international markets [45]. In other words,
breeders should implement ways to reduce the variety development
time and breeding cycles. This is based on the assumption that the
performance of the new varieties is not compromised by use of tech-
nologies to make breeding faster. It is worth noting that there are
fundamental differences in breeding philosophy when comparing the
public versus private sector, and considering breeding programs in
developing versus developed countries. In our experience, private
sector breeding programs are generally much faster than those in the
public sector as private companies are motivated by “speed to market”,
leading to faster profits.

Breeders have always used new methods and tools to develop new
varieties, and accordingly, have long discussed the pros and cons of
different breeding methods, especially with regard to the speed of
breeding [46]. In recent decades, there have been many technological
developments in a range of areas applicable to crop research: molecular
genetics and genomics, genetic modification, trait physiology,

Fig. 1. Time trend in arable land available, cereal yield and food deficit
(kilocalories per person per day).
Source: World Bank Development Indicators 2019 [2].
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phenomics, and geographical information systems [47,48]. In the next
two sections, we reviewed literature with the specific intention to
evaluate proven technologies for accelerated breeding that are suitable
for implementation in breeding programs in the public sector in the
short term. We delimit the scope of our review to technologies that do
not require genetic engineering or gene editing. Finally, we focus on
rice because of the global importance of this staple crop, especially in
developing countries, and because the majority of rice breeding occurs
in the public sector. Furthermore, rice is a model crop species, and
therefore, research findings in rice can generally be transferred to other
species.

2.3. Non-molecular breeding methods

Based on fundamental selection theory in plant breeding, shortening
the length of time required for line development (i.e. the development
of new breeding lines) regardless of the method used increases the rate
of genetic gain. Importantly, quicker breeding and shorter breeding
cycles can be one of the most simple and effective ways to develop new
varieties that are adapted to current climates to minimise the effects of
climate change [49].

2.3.1. Rapid generation advance (RGA)
Based on a recent global survey, about 78% of rice breeders around

the world claimed to use the pedigree breeding method [50]. While this
is a proven breeding method in rice, the method relies on growing all
plant populations in the field, following the normal growing seasons.
Rapid generation advance (RGA), which is also referred to as single
seed descent (SSD), is an alternative, faster breeding method that has
been used by cereal crop breeders for decades. Essentially this method
enables the line fixation to be performed more quickly by manipulating
growth conditions of plants such that flowering and seed set is induced
faster than under normal conditions in the field during a typical crop
growing season. The bulk-population method is another effective and
resource-saving breeding method; however it does not lead to time
savings. The advantages of RGA compared to other breeding methods
are speed, technical simplicity, requirement of less resources and low
costs [51,52]. Due to the superiority of this method compared to the
pedigree method based on empirical testing, it was implemented on a
large scale in IRRI’s irrigated breeding program. This shortened the

variety development time and breeding cycle by about 2 years.

2.3.2. Doubled haploidy (DH)
Doubled haploid (DH) populations are produced by regenerating

plants by the induction of chromosome doubling from pollen grains,
which greatly shortens the line fixation stage because completely
homozygous lines are produced immediately [53]. This is performed in
tissue culture laboratories and is only possible in species that are
amenable to tissue culture (e.g. cereal species including rice). This
method has been used in rice breeding for decades [54] and like RGA, is
a proven breeding method that has led to the release of many rice
varieties. However due to biological factors, it has been more difficult
to generate doubled haploid populations for indica subspecies compared
to japonica subspecies [55].

2.3.3. Shuttle breeding
The shuttle breeding concept was originally developed by the

International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center’s (CIMMYT) wheat
breeding progam, and was popularised by Nobel laureate Dr. Norman
Borlaug. This system essentially enabled an extra generation to be ad-
vanced each year by using a different field location. The wheat shuttle
breeding program at CIMMYT used two different field locations in
Mexico which permitted off-season breeding activities. Another ad-
vantage of this system was improved selection, because the field loca-
tions contrasted for a broad range of different diseases and environ-
mental conditions [56]. A shuttle breeding program was initiated in rice
in 1982 [57]. However, over the years, many logistical problems were
encountered regarding difficulties in moving seed across international
borders, mainly due to intellectual property related issues and protec-
tion of national germplasm. Despite these constraints, the private sector
(especially in temperate regions) uses off-season nurseries.

2.4. Molecular breeding methods

In the past 30 years, the use of DNA (or molecular markers) as tools
for selection in plant breeding has led to significant improvements in
efficiency and the subsequent release of new varieties [58,59]. Marker-
based screening is often more efficient than using conventional
methods leading to improved accuracy, cost or time savings, or per-
mitting screening that is not possible using routine phenotyping

Fig. 2. Simplifed overview of a typical breeding and variety release scheme for self-pollinated field crops. Most countries require independent testing for at least 2
years within a national testing system.
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methods [60]. A major advantage of using markers is that homo-
zygosity can be traced (or detected) very efficiently. The implementa-
tion of molecular breeding has been widely adopted on an extremely
large scale in private sector breeding programs, where reports have
indicated increasing rates of genetic gain [61,62]. Marker-assisted se-
lection (MAS) has now been routinely implemented in breeding pro-
grams of major crops leading to many reports of marker-assisted variety
development [63,64].

2.4.1. Marker-assisted backcrossing
Backcrossing is a plant breeding method commonly used to in-

corporate a target gene into a popular variety. In most cases, the parent
used for backcrossing has a large number of desirable attributes but is
deficient in only a few characteristics. The use of DNA markers in
backcrossing greatly increases the efficiency of selection. Essentially,
marker-assisted backcrossing (MABC) permits highly efficient detection
of the target gene or quantitative trait locus (QTL) and enables the
original critical characteristics of the recipient variety to be retained to
essentially “upgrade” the original variety [58]. This approach may also
be used to combine multiple genes or quantitative trait loci into a single
recipient (often referred to as “marker-assisted pyramiding”). Both
theoretical and empirical testing has indicated that using DNA markers
reduces the time required for varietal development by several years.
Enhancing stress tolerance in rice has been advocated as a priority for
rice breeding [65] and this approach has been successfully applied for
improving flood, salinity and drought tolerance in rice [63,66,67]. It
should be noted that a validated gene(s)/QTL(s) is a prerequisite for
this method to be applied.

2.4.2. Genomic selection
Advances in rice genomics have led to the development of whole-

genome based molecular breeding strategies. One specific method
called genomic selection (GS) has recently emerged [68]. Genomic se-
lection is a complementary method to MAS which is based on making
genomic predictions from very large numbers of DNA markers rather
than focusing on specific genes or quantitative trait loci [69,70]. Pilot
studies in rice, wheat and maize during the last decade have provided
encouraging results to shorten breeding cycles and variety development
times. Genomic selection has enormous potential to be used for accu-
rate selection of complex traits such as yield, and to shorten the
breeding cycle to increase the rate of genetic gain [71]. However in
practice there are significant economic and technical obstacles for ac-
tual implementation in public sector breeding programs in developing
countries. Furthermore, the most cost effective and efficient way to
implement genomic selection needs to be evaluated prior to im-
plementation [71,72].

2.5. Conditions for successful breeding

The success of any plant breeding program crucially hinges on ac-
cess to foresight information on markets, environment and climate.
Therefore, breeding programs should invest in market research to de-
velop dynamic product profiles that anticipate future trends in inter-
national and domestic markets for the commodity and its by-products,
dietary patterns, urbanization, labour and land markets, structural

transformation of economies, domestic, regional and international po-
licies, abiotic and biotic stress incidence and severity, environmental
conditions and climate [45].

From a crop R&D and breeding perspective, considerable further
“pre-breeding” research (i.e. upstream of breeding programs such as
gene discovery, trait research, applied molecular genetics) is needed to
provide future breeders with new genes, germplasm and pilot and va-
lidate new tools to breed for improved varieties that are adapted to
future climates.

3. Costs and benefits of accelerated breeding

RGA and MABC generally require significant initial investments in
infrastructure and operational costs. To look at investments in breeding
technology from an economic perspective, it is important to consider
both costs and benefits. We make a further distinction between re-
versible and irreversible benefits and costs [73] (Table 1). Irreversi-
bility means the streams of benefits or costs do not cease after the
project is terminated. Compared to the traditional and still widespread
[50] pedigree method, the (reversible) gains from acceleration of
breeding are (i) an increased rate of genetic gain [51], (ii) more re-
sponsive release of varieties, and (iii) higher benefits when discounted
over time [74].

3.1. Reversible costs and benefits

A large part of past improvements in yield can be attributed to
successes in breeding modern rice and wheat varieties that were widely
adopted during the “Green Revolution” [75]. Therefore, breeding is a
logical solution to answering future food demand. Yet, plant breeding
has often been referred to as an “endless task”, because it will always be
necessary to replace existing varieties with new ones due to improved
economically important traits (especially yield and other agronomic
traits). A range of experiments in self-pollinated cereals has been con-
ducted to estimate the genetic gain for yield indicating the average
annual rate of yield increase from new varieties was approximately 1%.
Since most studies project an increase in food demand of more than the
average annual genetic gain of 1% observed in rice, wheat, barley and
oats [24–28,32,33], an acceleration of the rate of productivity increase
may be needed. As stated above, this will be required from improved
varieties (i.e. genetics) and other technologies or improved systems,
especially improved agronomy. Reducing the time of the breeding cycle
is generally considered to be one of the simplest ways to increase ge-
netic gain in crop varieties [51].

Additionally, because climate change will likely increase weather
variability, more adapted and resilient varieties as well as a more re-
sponsive (i.e. more timely) release of these varieties will be needed to
ensure stability of the food supply [47,49]. More resilient varieties and
more responsive dissemination means breeders can respond better to
unpredictable changes in crop production environments, climate or
markets.

A third argument looks at the economic impact of accelerating the
breeding process. Since both breeding (costs) and adoption (benefits) of
enhanced crop varieties span several years and generally do not
overlap, time needs to be explicitly taken into account through the

Table 1
Costs and benefits of accelerated breeding.

Reversible Irreversible

Benefits Increased rate of genetic gain Avoid long-term detrimental impact of hunger on human development
More responsive release of varieties
Earlier (discounted) benefits

Costs Operational costsa Infrastructure investment

a Net operational costs may go up or down depending on the breeding technology.
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process of discounting. In brief, given a positive discount rate, accel-
eration of breeding yields positive incremental benefits by achieving
benefits early on in the variety’s lifetime compared to the pedigree
method, for different crops such as wheat [76,77] and rice [78,79].

These findings can be generalised through an exact multiplicator,
which can be used to calculate incremental benefits from earlier variety
release [74]. More specifically, relative incremental benefits equal

+ −i(1 ) 1r where r is the reduction in the breeding process (in years)
and i the discount rate used [74]. For a two-year time reduction at a 5%
discount rate, benefits from accelerated breeding are approximately
10% higher than benefits from conventional breeding. For medium-
scale breeding programs, a commercially successful variety developed
through accelerated breeding can generate between 1 and 10 million
US dollars in additional benefits. For large-scale breeding programs,
such as in India and China, incremental benefits of shorter breeding
cycles in rice breeding can add up to 10 billion US dollars over a period
of 20–25 years [74].

To relate increased incremental benefits to food security, it is im-
portant to understand where those benefits originally came from. The
majority of impact assessments calculate benefits as the sum of con-
sumer and producer surplus from the technology-induced shift in
supply curve [74,80]. Consumer surplus represents the welfare of
consumers (in monetary terms) resulting from consumption at a given
market price. As breeding is a cost-saving and yield-enhancing tech-
nology, it will generally increase production levels and reduce prices.
Consumer surplus then captures the combined effect of food availability
and access: consumers pay less and can afford to buy more food. Pro-
ducer surplus measures the benefits a producer gets from participating
in a market. As producers in the developing world are often net con-
sumers, this increased income increases their access to food.

To ensure net benefits of public breeding (i.e. societal benefits
minus operational costs at the institutional level) are positive, detailed
cost information is needed. While the benefits listed in Table 1 are not
technology-specific and may be achieved by different accelerated
breeding methods, the cost structure is specific to the technology used.
Two studies have calculated the net benefits (excluding capital invest-
ment cost) from reducing the breeding cycle through MAS at CIMMYT
[81,82]. For a medium-sized breeding program (new variety planted on
10,000 ha), they found a $130,000 increase in (discounted) benefits
over the life of a commercially successful variety developed by the MAS
breeding scheme compared to the conventional scheme.

Still, even when societal benefits far exceed operational costs, due to
budget constraints, breeders might be more compelled to keep institu-
tional costs small rather than maximising net benefits. A recent study
found that for a medium-sized breeding program (output of 1000
breeding lines), there is a $500,000 decrease in (discounted) opera-
tional cost at IRRI from using RGA compared to conventional pedigree
breeding operations (including capital investment cost) [51].

3.2. Irreversible costs and benefits

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, most impact assessments
do not consider investment costs—especially infrastructure—explicitly.
This is problematic as resource scarcity is an important constraint to
developing novel breeding approaches, particularly in developing
countries. The lack of a greenhouse has been identified as a major
reason holding rice breeders back from adopting RGA as their main
breeding method [50]. This is consistent with the observation that not
all costs in an investment project are reversible. Given benefits at the
beginning of the project are often uncertain—they might or might not
exceed the costs incurred—investors prefer to invest in projects whose
costs are reversible. In case the project turns out to be unprofitable, the
assets can then be sold off again to minimise the losses. If investment
costs are irreversible (such as a greenhouse or molecular laboratory
facilities), an investor is inclined to wait a little longer to acquire more
information about the benefits [73]. This additional information gives

the investors the possibility not to engage in the project if unprofitable
instead of cancelling it later and incurring a loss; however, benefits are
smaller (foregone) since they are postponed by the waiting period.
Thus, if breeders perceive current methods to accelerate breeding to be
uncertain, postponing investment is reasonable given the associated
investment costs are irreversible.

However, not only some of the costs associated with accelerated
breeding are irreversible, some of the benefits are too. Classical welfare
analysis based on consumer and producer surplus [83,84] typically
does not capture irreversible benefits in terms of food security. There-
fore, an alternative and more direct way to measure the impact of
breeding on food security is to express the benefits as disability-ad-
justed life years (DALYs) [85–87]. While availability and access are
drivers of food security, DALYs capture the outcome of food insecurity,
i.e. the burden of disease that is caused by hidden and chronic hunger
[6,88]. More specifically, DALYs capture "person-years lost in a popu-
lation owing to disability and shortened life” [89] as a consequence of
adverse health outcomes.

Recently, awareness is growing about the long-term consequences
of malnutrition and poor health in general [6]. A growing number of
studies report how deprived health translates into lower educational
attainment, poorer health and lower social and economic status later in
life [90–92]. The adverse impacts are not only strongest when poor
health is experienced by children, but also transferred to children of the
next generation leading to intergenerational transmission of poverty
[93]. Moreover, the damage caused by malnutrition is irreversible
[94,95]. Restated, even if we were to achieve global food security
today, the adverse effects of past food insecurity would continue to
affect current generations until far into the future. By accelerating
breeding, improvements in food security are realised earlier meaning
an entire cohort of people will escape lasting negative impacts such as
stunting and mental impairment, improving their economic status.

It has been shown that irreversible benefits reduce irreversible costs
by the order of one [73]. In other words, while irreversible costs justify
postponing a project, irreversible benefits counteract this effect. Fur-
thermore, if the net irreversibility effect is positive, there are no eco-
nomic gains from waiting or maintaining “business-as-usual”. Given
that investment in breeding technology is limited to international and
national research centres, while the benefits in terms of food security
accrue to millions of undernourished people worldwide, postponing
technologies that can accelerate breeding makes no economic sense. It
is, therefore, expected that the sizeable benefits—both reversible and
irreversible—largely outweigh irreversible investment costs, which
warrants immediate adoption of accelerated breeding practices. Since
individual breeders may not always have the authority to decide on
adoption of breeding methods, breeding managers, institutes and
funding agencies should carefully assess the benefits and costs—both
reversible and irreversible—of accelerated breeding.

4. Advocating the wider implementation of RGA

Considering the factors discussed above, we propose that RGA is the
most appropriate breeding method that could be implemented by
public sector breeding programs in developing countries in the short
term. The effectiveness of this method has been proven for several crop
species [52] and a recent review of the use of RGA is available [51]. Of
the methods considered above, it is by far the most technically simple
and requires the least complicated and expensive resources. It is also
greatly superior in terms of cost-effectiveness compared to other
methods [51].

When implementing new methods or technologies, feasibility is a
critical factor. Considering public sector breeding programs, the fol-
lowing factors are relevant: cost, resources, and the level of technical
complexity. Based on these factors, we believe RGA is the most ap-
propriate method that could be realistically implemented in the ma-
jority of public programs in the short term. Evidence to support this was
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the quick adoption of RGA at the Bangladesh Rice Research Institute
(BRRI) after initial demonstration and collaboration with IRRI [51]. For
breeding programs with current access to doubled haploid labs, there
would be advantages to continue or start using this breeding method.
However if a breeding program is considering implementing doubled
haploid methods from the beginning, there are critical considerations
such as prohibitive costs, requirement of expertise in tissue culture,
specialist tissue culture laboratories and growth chambers [46]. The
cost for RGA generated breeding lines is estimated to be significantly
lower compared to doubled haploid (IRRI unpublished data). Further-
more, there are some cases where doubled haploid technology was
adopted in wheat and barley breeding programs, but later discontinued
because it was not economically viable [96]. A careful cost-benefit
analysis should be conducted before implementation of doubled hap-
loid technology [97].

In proposing RGA as the main breeding method, we must also
consider factors that could impede adoption. Firstly, facilities such as
screenhouses or greenhouses are usually required to protect breeding
material from weather, pests and animals, and to be able to con-
veniently manipulate growing conditions. The initial funds to establish
such facilities can be an obstacle in practice, although cost analysis
indicated that the cost-savings to breeding programs may be quickly
recovered (i.e. within a few years) after the initial investment [51]. It is
also noteworthy that temperature control can be a major issue in
greenhouses and pests and diseases can be more prevalent in screen-
house/greenhouse facilities so appropriate measures need to be taken.

In cases where resources are scarce, it could be possible to imple-
ment RGA on a limited scale as a secondary breeding method. In our
view, this configuration would still enable achieving the objectives of
accelerated breeding (for example, a breeding “express lane” could be
established for the highest priority populations). In other cases, RGA
can be conducted directly in the field (referred to as “Field RGA” [51]),
when the annual temperatures permit continuous planting (e.g. tropics
or sub-tropics).

A recent global survey of plant breeders revealed that most rice
breeders were aware of the theory and advantages of RGA and there
was a high willingness to adopt [50]. However, this did not translate
into actual adoption. This implied that further published empirical
evidence and training or extension-related activities such as workshops
could be required to influence attitudes and adoption as credibility and
awareness towards RGA were important determinants of adoption be-
haviour.

Finally, our advocacy is based on the assumption that RGA would be
integrated into “best practice” or effective breeding programs. For ex-
ample, for RGA to be effective, there need to be several efficient com-
ponents in place such as genetic variation for key target traits, reliable
screening methods, and a multi-location trial testing system. The RGA
breeding method would not deliver if it was simply incorporated into an
ineffective breeding program.

4.1. RGA and beyond

Higher levels of sophistication are possible to further accelerate
generation advancement for crops. Recently, there has been consider-
able interest in “speed breeding” across a wide range of crop species to
achieve greatly accelerated generation times by manipulating day-
length with artificial lighting in fully enclosed, controlled environment
growth chambers [98–100]. However due to the facilities required and
higher running costs, it is unlikely that these systems could be im-
plemented in the public sector in developing countries on a large scale
in the short term, although these methods have considerable potential
to be applied for “fast-tracking” new varieties if there was access to
such facilities or service provider.

An improved breeding method would be to use MAS during RGA as
this would permit accurate selection for traits with well-characterised
genes. We previously proposed that molecular breeding can be

conveniently incorporated into RGA systems. An ideal situation would
be to integrate faster breeding methods with MAS and genomic selec-
tion, to obtain synergies from the combined use of these methods
[48,49,71,100]. Such new breeding schemes (i.e. combinations of
multiple technologies) and many parallel research and development
activities would be required if worse than expected effects from climate
change are encountered.

5. Conclusion

Population growth, climate change and economic growth are posing
serious challenges to food availability rendering current food produc-
tion practices insufficient to meet future food demand. Plant breeding,
which has played an important role in alleviating hunger in the past, is
typically characterized by long production processes facing rapidly
changing market, environmental and climate conditions. We argue that
acceleration of the breeding process is needed to make plant breeding
more responsive to constantly moving targets and sustain its role as
principal provider of food security.

We propose RGA as the most appropriate breeding method that
could be implemented by public sector breeding programs in devel-
oping countries in the short term. There is considerable empirical evi-
dence proving the effectiveness of this method. RGA is also by far the
most technically simple accelerated breeding method, it requires rela-
tively little financial and human capital to operate and it is greatly
superior in terms of cost-effectiveness compared to other methods.
Breeders also have a relatively high level of awareness about RGA and
its benefits although further published empirical evidence and training
or extension-related activities are needed.

Because of the existence of both reversible and irreversible benefits
and costs, additional measures (such as DALYs) are required to assess
the impact of accelerated plant breeding on food security. Empirical
evidence on RGA suggests operational benefits for rice breeding exceed
investment costs after already a few years. A lack of investment in ac-
celerated breeding will not only lead to considerable forgone benefits
from earlier adoption, it will also bear societal costs due to the long-
term detrimental impact of hunger on human development. In sum, the
large irreversible and reversible benefits indicate that postponing
technologies that can accelerate plant breeding makes no economic
sense and warrant immediate adoption of accelerated breeding prac-
tices. Breeding managers and research directors should facilitate the
implementation of such technologies.

This century, the challenges for breeders and crop scientists could
be unprecedented, and so it is hoped that as has happened in the past,
technological innovation will ensure sufficient food production for the
global population. Technology adoption can take years to implement in
practice. It is hoped that the justification discussed in this paper will
encourage public sector breeders to implement faster breeding methods
in the short term in order to mitigate risks from future scenarios.

However, even with the release of the newest improved varieties,
there will always be a need for strong agronomy research and extension
and strong seed systems. Plant breeding is only one—albeit im-
portant—element in the larger food production system. Alternative
approaches to increase food production as well as policies to ensure
sustainability of food production, including mitigation strategies, need
to be considered at the same time. Foresight information on markets,
environment and climate, pre-breeding research and particularly suc-
cessful dissemination strategies are needed as well since low levels of
adoption severely limit improved varieties’ potential to improve food
security.
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